Motivated by experiments on Cs2CuCl4 samples, we studied and classified the symmetric spin liquids on triangular lattice. We identified 63 Z 2 spin liquids, 30 U (1) spin liquids and 2 SU (2) spin liquids. All those spin liquids have the same symmetry but different quantum orders. We calculated the spin spectral functions in some simple spin liquids and compared them to the one measured by experiments on Cs2CuCl4. This allows us to show that the U 1Cτ
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I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of quantum order was proposed [1, 2] recently to describe a new kind of order that generally appear in a quantum state. Quantum order is new since unlike classical orders [3, 4] it cannot be characterized by broken symmetries and order parameters. In a sense, quantum order describes the pattern of quantum entanglement in strongly correlated ground states. A new mathematical object -projective symmetry group (PSG) -was introduced to characterize different quantum orders. The PSG characterization of quantum orders generalizes the symmetry group characterization of classical orders.
The concept of quantum order and its PSG characterization allow us to understand quantum phases and quantum phase transitions in a systematic way. Just like the group theory allows us to classify classical order described by symmetries, the PSG characterization of quantum states allows us to classify different quantum orders [1] and can distinguish two different quantum phases even when they have exactly the same symmetry.
Also just like the symmetry description of classical order allows us to obtain low energy properties of system without knowing the details of the systems, the PSG description of quantum orders also allows us to obtain low energy properties of system without knowing the details of the systems. However, unlike symmetries which produce and protect gapless Nambu-Goldstone bosons, [5, 6] the quantum orders can produce and protect gapless collective modes which behave like light and other gapless gauge bosons. [7] Those gapless collective modes can also be gapless/massless fermions, even when the original theory is purely bosonic. [8] [9] [10] We see that gauge bosons and fermions can simply be fluctuations of entanglement and they can be originated from quantum order. Different patterns of entanglement in the ground states will lead to different gauge bosons and fermions. Thus elementary particles in our universe may be not be "elementary" at all. They may be just collective modes on top of certain quantum ordered states.
In the field of quantum computation, people has been designing different kinds of quantum entangled states to perform different computing tasks. For systems with a large number of qubits, the pattern of quantum entanglements can be very complicate. The theory of topological/quantum order [1, 2, 11 ] provides a systematic understanding of the pattern of entanglements. Also the robust topological degeneracy in topological ordered states discovered in Ref. [12] can be used in fault-tolerant quantum computation. [8] In this paper, we would like to further develop the PSG description of quantum orders. In Ref. [1] , using PSG, a classification of quantum orders in symmetric spin liquids on 2D square lattice was given. Here, we would like expand the results of Ref. [1] to 2D spin liquids which break the parities P x : x → −x and P y : y → −y. We will assume the spin liquids have the following symmetries: two translation symmetries T x , T y , two parities P xy : (x, y) → (y, x) and P xȳ : (x, y) → (−y, −x), and a time reversal symmetry. Such type of 2D spin liquids was observed recently in Cs 2 CuCl 4 sample. [13] By classifying the quantum orders in those spin liquids, we hope to identify the quantum order in the observed spin liquid.
The spin dynamics in Cs 2 CuCl 4 can be described by a 2D spin-1/2 system on a square lattice with nearest neighbor coupling J = 0.125meV and one diagonal coupling J = 0.375meV in thex +ŷ direction. At temperature T > T c = 0.62K= 0.053meV, the 2D spin system is in a liquid state. Since T c is a small energy scale, we will regard the finite temperature spin liquid state as a zero temperature quantum state. (More precisely, we assume that we can add additional frustrations to lower T c to zero.) The physical issue here is what is this spin liquid. There are several possibilities. In the following, we will discuss them in turn.
Since J is small, one possibility is that the spin liquid, at low energies, just behaves like a decoupled 1D spin-1/2 chains. In other words, the spin liquids is in the same universality class of the decoupled 1D spin-1/2 chains. It is also possible the spin liquid is not purely 1D and has intrinsic 2D correlations. The 2D correlation can lead to 2D dispersion for low lying excitations. Furthermore, there can be several different types of 2D spin liquids that have the same symmetry as the purely 1D spin liquid. In this paper, using quantum order and its PSG, we will try to find a large class of 2D spin liquids that have the same symmetry as the purely 1D spin liquid. We calculate the mean-field energies of those spin liquids to determine which spin liquids are likely to appear in the Cs 2 CuCl 4 system. We also calculate spin correlation in those likely spin liquids. This allows experimentists to determine which spin liquid actually describe Cs 2 CuCl 4 system (above T c ) using neutron scattering and other techniques.
II. SYMMETRIC SPIN LIQUIDS ON
The nearest neighbor spin model on a trianglar lattice.
We consider the spin-1/2 system on a 2D square lattice with nearest-neighbor coupling J 1 and next-nearestneighbor coupling J 2 on only one of the diagonal link (i x , i y ) → (i x + 1, i y + 1). Such a lattice can also be regarded as a triangular lattice which does not has the 60
• rotation symmetry. Within the SU (2) slave-boson approach [14] [15] , general spin wave function can be constructed by introducing a mean-field Hamiltonian
where . The physical spin wave function Ψ spin can now be obtained by performing a projection (see [1] ):
where r i is the coordinate of the i th up-spin and N up is the total number of the up-spin. Here an empty site of ψ represent a down-spin and a double occupied site represent a up-spin. Single occupied sties are unphysical states and are projected out.
Our representation does not have explicitly spin rotation symmetry and it is hard to see spin rotation symmetry from the mean-field ansatz. This problem is solved in Ref. [1] . We find that a spin liquid is spin-rotation symmetric iff u ij satisfies
In this paper, we will only consider spin liquids with spin rotation symmetry, and we will assume that the ansatz satisfy the above conditions.
If 
III. QUANTUM ORDER AND PROJECTIVE SYMMETRY GROUP
For the classical systems, the symmetry is a universal property shared by all the states in the same phase. Because of this, the symmetry provides a quantum number that characterize different classical orders. Hence we can say symmetry group (SG) describes the internal orders of classical states. Different from classical statistical systems which are described by positive probability distribution, quantum systems contain not only the information on probability but also the information on the phases of wave functions. In anther word, a quantum state may have a non-trivial entanglement, a property not present in classical states. To classify the different quantum phases (or different pattern of entanglements), we should construct some universal quantum numbers which not only contain the information on distribution of probability but also the information on the phase of wave functions. Ref. [1] and [2] propose that the symmetry of the mean-field ansatz u ij , a l 0 τ l is a universal property and serves as a quantum number that characterize the quantum order in spin liquids. The symmetry of group of the ansatz will be called the projective symmetry group (PSG). An element of PSG is a combined operation of a symmetry transformation followed by a gauge transformation. By definition, a PSG is formed by all the combined operations that leaves the ansatz unchanged.
Because of the SU (2) gauge structure, the u ij , a
is not a one-to-one labeling. Two mean-field ansatz differed by a SU (2) gauge transformation give rise to the same spin wave function. Because of this, it is a nontrivial task to find out the symmetry of a spin liquid label by an ansatz u ij , a l 0 τ l . In order for a spin wave function to have a symmetry, its corresponding ansatz is only required to be invariant under the symmetric transformation followed by a proper SU (2) gauge transformation. Thus given two spin wave functions with the same symmetry, their ansatz can be invariant under the same symmetric transformations followed by different gauge transformations. In this case, the two spin liquids with the same symmetry can have different PSG's. We see that the PSG characterization is more refined than the symmetry group characterization. PSG contains some information about the phase of spin wave function.
To understand the precise relation between PSG and SG, we need to introduce a subgroup of PSG -the invariant gauge group (IGG). [1] [2] IGG is a special subgroup of PSG, which is formed by pure gauge transformations that leave the ansatz unchanged,
Then SG and PSG are related by SG = P SG/IGG. Spin liquids may support a special kind of low energy collective excitations -gauge fluctuations. [16] It was shown that [1, 17] the gauge group of those low energy gauge fluctuations is nothing but the IGG of the corresponding ansatz. We see that IGG of an ansatz is very important. In this paper, we will consider only three kinds of IGG, SU (2), U (1) and Z 2 . Correspondingly, we call the corresponding spin liquids SU (2), U (1) and Z 2 spin liquids.
Mathematically, PSG is defined as,
where
, U generates the symmetry transformation and G U is the associated gauge transformation.
A PSG may change under a gauge transformation W .
is in the PSG of the gauge transformed ansatz W (u ij ). We see that the gauge transformation G U associated with the transformation U changes in the following way
under a SU (2) gauge transformation.
Since PSG is a property of an ansatz, we can group all ansatz sharing the same PSG together to form a class. Such a class is the universal class of quantum states that corresponds a quantum phase. Now let us consider some simple examples of spin liquids described by the ansatz u ij , a
where u l m are real, l = 1, 2, 3. It is easy to obtain the spinon dispersion of such an ansatz,
The second example is
where χ, η and λ are real. Its spinon spectrum is determined by
The four bands of spinon dispersion have a form of ±E 1 (k), ±E 2 (k). It seems strange to find that the spinon spectrum is defined only on half of the lattice Brillouin zone. However, this is not inconsistent with the translation symmetry since the single spinon excitation is not physical. Only two-spinon excitations correspond to physical excitations and their spectrum should be defined on the full Brillouin zone. The two-spinon spectrum defined on the full Brillouin zone can be constructed form single-spinon spectrum [1] 
where n = 0, 1 and α 1,2 = 1, 2 is the sub-index of the single spinon dispersion ±E 1 (k), ±E 2 (k). We note that the physical spin-1 excitations are formed by two-spinon excitations in the mean-field theory. Thus the The twospinon spectrum E 2s is also the spectrum of physical spin-1 excitation and can be measured in experiments.
IV. CLASSIFICATION OF SYMMETRIC SPIN LIQUIDS
In this section, we classify symmetric spin liquids on triangular lattices. We consider the spin liquids which are invariant under translation transformation
The spin rotation symmetry requires the ansatz take the form of Eq.(3). Under the spin-parity transformation T * , the three components of spin change as
under the S z representation f and f † are real, then 2 , we denote this combined transformation as
Let us firstly discuss the method to classify the PSG briefly and leave the details to the appendix. For two given symmetry transformations, whose corresponding elements in a PSG, must satisfy some algebraic relations. Solving these equations allows us to construct a PSG which will be called the algebraic PSG. The new name algebraic PSG is introduced to distinguish them from the invariant PSG defined in the previous section. Any invariant PSG will be algebraic PSG. But an algebraic PSG may not be an invariant PSG unless there does exist an ansatz such that the algebraic PSG is the total symmetry group of the ansatz.
As an example, let us consider the two translations T x and T y , which satisfy the following relation
From the definition of PSG, we find that the two elements of PSG, G x T x and G y T y , must satisfy
Hereafter we will denote the IGG as G. Each solution of the equation (13) corresponds to an algebraic PSG for T x and T y . By adding other symmetry transformations, we can find and classify all the algebraic PSG associated with a given symmetry group. Since an invariant PSG is always an algebraic PSG, we can check whether the algebraic PSG is an invariant PSG through constructing an explicit ansatz u ij . If an algebraic PSG supports an ansatz u ij with no addition symmetry, then it is an invariant PSG. Through this method, we can classify the symmetric spin liquids through PSG.
In the appendix, we classify spin liquids with the above mentioned symmetries through PSG's. We limit ourselves to SU (2), U (1) and Z 2 spin liquids (we only consider those PSG's whose IGG is one of SU (2), U (1) and Z 2 ). We found that there are 63 kinds of Z 2 spin liquids, 30 kinds of U (1) spin liquids and 2 kinds of SU (2) spin liquids with T x,y , P xy,xȳ , T * and spin rotation symmetries.
V. APPLICATION TO NEAREST-NEIGHBOR SPIN COUPLING MODEL
In this section, we present our classification results via some simple examples. We will assume only u i,i+x , u i,i+x , and u i,i+x+y are no zero. In this case, we have the following 7 kinds of Z 2 spin liquids and 3 kinds of U (1) (Other Z 2 and U (1) spin liquids require non-vanishing u ij on longer bonds.)
The 7 Z 2 spin liquids are: 
The labeling scheme of these spin liquids is defined in the appendix.
We have performed the self-consistent mean-field calculation for our J 1 -J 2 model. We found many selfconsistent mean-field solutions. The energies of four of them are plotted in Fig. 2 , where we have set J 1 +J 2 = 1. To understand the physical properties of those mean-field states, we need to find their PSGs.
The A phase in Fig. 2 is a one-dimensional state. Its IGG is SU ∞ (2), one SU (2) for each decoupled 1D chain. We will call such a state SU ∞ (2) spin liquid. Its ansatz is given by
with spinon dispersion 
The spinon dispersion min(E 1 (k), E 2 (k)) and the lower edge of the spectrum E 2s (k) of the physical spin-1 excitations are plotted as functions of (k x /π, k y /π) in Fig. 3 . This phase is one of 2D spin liquid phases. The C phase has a PSG U 1Cτ
The spinon dispersion is given by
The spinon dispersion E + (k) and the lower edge of the spin-1 spectrum E 2s (k) are plotted as functions of (k x /π, k y /π) in Fig. 4 . This phase is another 2D spin liquid phase. The D phase in Fig.2 is the π-flux phase (SU 2B spin liquid), which is given by
The spinon dispersion is
The spinon dispersion E + (k) and the lower edge of the spin-1 spectrum E 2s (k) are plotted as functions of (k x /π, k y /π) in Fig. 5 The spinon dispersion E + (k) and the lower edge of the spin-1 spectrum E 2s (k) are plotted as functions of (k x /π, k y /π) in Fig. 6 . 
The spinon dispersion E + (k) and the lower edge of the spin-1 spectrum E 2s (k) are plotted as functions of (k x /π, k y /π) in Fig. 7 . If the mean-field state is stable against the gauge fluctuations, we expect that the mean-field spin-1 spectrum E 2s should qualitatively agree with the real spin-1 spectrum.
VI. SPIN SPECTRAL FUNCTION
The quantity of interest for comparison with experiments is the spin spectral function in (q, ω) space S(q, ω). S(q, ω) can be calculated from the Fourier transformation of two spin correlation function in real space S i (t) · S j (0) . Due to the spin-rotation invariance, we obtain that
The spin spectral function at zero temperature is given by
the summation is over all the eigenstates |λ and N is the number of lattice sites. Numerical calculation indicates that the neutron scattering spectrum predicted by the dynamics spin correlation contains continuous modes besides the main sharp peak. The Fig. 8-11 show the spin spectral function S zz (q, ω) in the q-space. The point Γ is (0, 0), M is (0, π), and X is (π, π). Darker shade represents a larger spectral function. These results can be compared with the inelastic neutron scattering experiments. The scan from Γ to X corresponds to the scan from k = 0 to k = 2π/b in Fig. 2a of Ref. [13] .
VII. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS
Our J 1 -J 2 model is designed to describe the spin fluctuations in the Cs 2 CuCl 4 sample. The spin dynamics in Cs 2 CuCl 4 at low temperatures were measured by neutron scattering. [13] To the first order approximation, the measured spin spectral function is similar to that of decoupled 1D spin chain (or the SU ∞ (2) spin liquid) (see Fig. 8 ). The decoupled 1D spin chain has gapless spin-1 excitations along the lines k x + k y = π and k x + k y = 2π. If we examine the measured spectral function more closely to determine the low energy boundary of spin-1 excitation ε 1 (k x , k y ), we find the gapless spin-1 excitations actually only appear at certain isolated points, implying that the spin state is 2-dimensional. The experiment [13] strongly suggests that there is a gapless spin-1 excitation at (k x , k y ) = (π/2 + , π/2 + ) where ∼ 0.04. However, it is unclear whether the spin-1 excitation near (k x , k y ) = (π, π) is gapless or has a small gap. The experiment also determines the high energy boundary ε 2 (k x , k y ) of spin-1 excitations. It was found that ε 2 (k x , k y ) has maxima near (k x , k y ) = ±(π/2, π/2) (the location is not known precisely).
Using this information, we can determine which spin liquids classified in this paper cannot describe the spin liquid state in We would like to mention that we have not include the gauge fluctuations in our calculation of spin spectral function. The gauge interaction is known to enhance low energy spin spectral function at certain momenta. [18] Thus it is important to include gauge fluctuations in order to have a more quantitative comparison with experiments, especially at low energies.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we use the projective symmetry group (PSG) to characterize quantum orders in symmetric spin liquids on 2D triangular lattice. We classify these symmetric spin liquids through PSG, and find that there are 63 kinds of Z 2 spin liquids, 30 kinds of U (1) spin liquids and 2 kinds of SU (2) spin liquids. The mean-field phase diagram Fig. 2 . for the nearest neighbor spin coupling system is calculated. One-spinon and two-spinon excitation spectrum for some Z 2 and U (1) spin liquids are inspected. We show that the gapless spinon-1 excitation spectrum can be used to physically measure the quantum order. By examining the measured spinon-1 excitation spectrum in Cs 2 CuCl 4 sample, [13] we propose that the spin liquid state in Cs 2 CuCl 4 is described by the U 1Cτ In this appendix we consider the connected ansatz only, which is interesting and cover a wide range of spin liquids in fact. For any two sites i and j, a connected ansatz will offer a path (i 1 i 2 · · · i n ), which satisfy that u i k ,i k+1 = 0, k = 1, 2, ..., n, i 1 = i and i n = j. Due to the translation symmetry of the ansatz, we can choose a gauge in which all the loop operators of the ansatz are translation invariant. We will call such a gauge uniform gauge. Hereafter we will work in uniform gauge. According to the definition of PSG and uniform gauge,
For Z 2 spin liquids, different loop operators basing at the same base point do not commute. We see that translation invariance of P C in the uniform gauge requires that
do not change the translation invariant property of the loop operators. We can always choose a gauge which satisfy that :
From the relations (13), it is easy to see that
Substituting Eqs. (A1) and (A2) into the above, one sees that
Therefore there are two classes of PSG belong to translation symmetry,
and
We will label the former Z2A and the later Z2B. Then we consider the spin parity symmetry T * which satisfies that
In a similar way, we have the following relations
where η xt = ±1, η yt = ±1 and g 2 T * = ±τ 0 . Two gauge inequivalent choices of g T * are g T * = τ 0 and g T * = iτ 3 . Next we add two types parity transformations P xy (i x , i y ) = (i y , i x ) and P xȳ (i x , i y ) = (−i y , −i x ), which satisfy that
From the above equations, we find that
where η xpxy = ±1... For Z2A type PSG's,
For Z2B type PSG's,
We also have that
which leads to
The above implies that
By the similar way, one sees that
Gauge transformation W (i) = (−) i x will change η pxy to −η pxy , therefore we can chose a gauge in which η pxy = 1.
In conclusion, we have the following 60 kinds of Z2A algebraic PSG's and 60 kinds of Z2B algebraic PSG's on our triangular lattices:
where g T * , g P xy , and g P xȳ satisfy that
All the gauge inequivalent g T * , g P xy , and g P xȳ are given by the following table
After finding all the PSGs, next we need to find the ansatz that is invariant under those PSGs. This way we classify (mean-field) Z 2 spin liquids through PSG's. Let us first consider the translation symmetry. We have two classes of spin liquids, Z2A spin liquids
and Z2B spin liquids
Considering the spin parity symmetry T * , we have
which reads
Therefore, for different (g T * ) η t , we have the following table:
Now we consider the 180 • rotation symmetry, which can be constructed through combining P xy and P xȳ ,
the above leads to
for the Z2A spin liquids, and
for the Z2B spin liquids. By writing all the ansatz, we find that although there are 120 kinds Z 2 algebraic PSG's, only 23 of them lead to Z2A spin liquids and 40 of them lead to Z2B spin liquids. Other algebraic PSG's lead to vanishing ansatz, U (1) or SU (2) spin liquids.
APPENDIX B: CLASSIFICATION OF U (1) SPIN LIQUIDS
For U (1) spin liquids, we can choose a gauge so that u ij take the form
We will call this gauge canonical gauge. In the canonical gauge, IGG has a form of G = e iθτ 3 , θ ∈ [0, 2π) , where θ i is real for each i. Due to the translation symmetry of the ansatz, the loop operator P C have a form
where n i = 0, 1. The gauge transformation G x,y associated with the translation take the following form
in the canonical gauge. We note that a gauge transformations keep u ij to have the form in the canonical gauge must have one of the following two forms
For spin liquids with connected u ij , G x,y must take one of the above two forms in the canonical gauge. Thus n i can only be one of the following four choices:
, and n i = (1 − (−) iy )/2. In these four cases, G x,y take one of the above two forms and u ij can be connected.
Let us consider those cases in turn. We will work in the canonical gauge.
by (B4) we can gauge fix them up to θ x (i x , 0) = 0 and θ y (i) = 0. The relation (13) requires that
Therefore G x,y have a form
The ansatz with translation symmetry has a form
When
Using gauge transformation
The ansatz with translation symmetry has a form 
Now we add parity symmetry P xy . Considering the flux in a plaquette, the parity symmetry requires ϕ = 0 or π in (B9). From the relations we will find only n i = 0 and n i = (1 − (−) i )/2 lead to the existence of G P xy (i). Then we can classify the U (1) spin liquids with parity symmetry into three classes according to their translation property.
U 1A spin liquid: Next, we should find all the gauge inequivalent PSG's G P xy (i) and G P xȳ (i) for the above cases respectively. In fact, as proved in Ref. [1] , it exists the following relations between U 1A and U 1B PSG's:
ixiy G Pxy (i),
where G P xy ,P xȳ are U 1A PSG's. Hence we can consider the U 1A PSG's only, and using the relations, we can construct the U 1B PSG's. 1) U 1A spin liquid, G x (i) = e 
